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Virtual Japan Week at
Bellevue College
Momo, We Will Miss You!
It is with a heavy heart that we bid farewell to Momo, the ID’s
beloved fashion-forward boutique and gift shop. After running Momo for over 13 years on Jackson Street, owners Lei
Ann Shiramizu and Tom Kleifgen decided that it was time to
close permanently. Lei Ann cited economic challenges due to
Covid-19 and a desire to spend more time with her aging parents as reasons behind the move. For a small boutique, MOMO
had outsize presence in the community. Lei Ann’s sharp
eye for good design and taste will be sorely missed.

Bellevue College will be hosting its first-ever virtual Japan
Week this September 28 through October 3. This will be the
fourth Japan Week hosted by the college, but this year
will be online only because of the Covid-19 pandemic. The students have worked hard to make sure their online matsuri has
something for everyone. They are hosting cosplay contests, a
live taiko workshop, and all sorts of other activities focused on
culture, arts, Japanese food, martial arts, fashion, origami, and
much more. And it’s all free. For more, go to studentweb.
bellevuecollege.edu/japan-week

Silent Screams
When Fuji-Q Highland amusement park opened this summer
after a three-month Covid-induced hiatus, it had some advice for
rollercoaster riders: “Please scream inside your heart,”
the park advised, to prevent the spread of Covid-19. They even
made a video (you can find it on YouTube) where the president of the amusement park and the president of Fuji Kyuko,
a private rail line, ride a rollercoaster without showing any
emotion. The Fuji Kyuko president has a little trouble with his
mask, but we give him points for nonchalantly fixing his hair
at the end. But the winner in our minds is the Fuji-Q Highland
president, who is stoic throughout and doesn’t even seem to
be gripping the handrail very tightly. Impressive.

A ROUND-UP OF NEWSBITES,
MEMES AND GOOD OLD FASHIONED
GOSSIP THAT HAS US SMILING.

In Basque, It’s Just
Called ‘Cheesecake’
Basque Burnt Cheesecake is all the rage in Japan, and
now it’s here in the PNW. The original name for this
exotic-sounding concoction is Tarta de Queso, literally
just cheesecake, but in Japanese hands, it’s anything but.
The Basuku Cheezu Kaykee is like an evolved 2.0 version of its original from Basque Country. And, unlike its
denser New York relative, this one is crustless and baked
at high heat to create a richly dark and homespun look,
with a creamy custard interior. You can order one
at Holy Bee’s Bakery in downtown Seattle for pickup or
purchase one at Uwajimaya.
2 ORIGAMI

NEWS & STUFF A
FIND THE NINJA!
Awhile back an Origami
cover inadvertently had
this ninja climbing the walls
of Japan’s Imperial Palace
(perhaps you noticed). Each
issue we will hide him somewhere
in the magazine. Be the first
to spot the ninja and email
info@origamimagazine.world
to win a prize!

Loan Words, Visualized
In pursuit of his master’s degree in data visualization at Parsons School of Design in New
York, Dan Grunebaum has created a website that tracks the use of Japanese loan words
in the Oxford English Dictionary, The New York Times, and Google search. If you’ve ever
studied Japanese or you’re a linguistics nerd, you have to check this site out. Dan creates
global maps that show how words like “cosplay” and “emoji” proliferate over time. He
tracks mentions in the OED from 1570 to 2000 (tatami and shogun are two of the first
words to make it in the dictionary; origami doesn’t make it in
until the 1930s). He also runs graphs of loanword usage in the
Times since 1940 (emoji, ramen, and umami have been climbing
recently). Colored circles show us which category of words has
the most (unsurprisingly, food & drink top the list). One could
spend a lot of time on this site. Make sure you have a few minutes
to spare before you head over: dangrunebaum.github.io/
thesis/turning-japanese

Make Your Kitty
Even Cuter

Welcome to Japan’s
New Consul General

If your cat isn’t cute enough, maybe Cat
Cap by Kitan Club can help. These soft caps
instantly turn your everyday cat into
a bunny just in time for Halloween. One
set includes five caps—light green, brown,
yellow, orange and pink. Check out the
cats modeling the caps on the box. With
the exception of one—maybe two—the
meow-dels look mildly annoyed. But that’s
probably unrelated to the cap. Available at
Kinokuniya.

This summer, we bid farewell to Consul General
Yoichiro Yamada after his three-year stint in Seattle
and welcomed Consul General Hisao Inagaki
to the post. Our new consul general has done postings in Washington DC and Chicago, and has master of science degrees from both Tokyo Institute
of Technology and Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He also served as director of the
Internet public relations division in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. We look forward to getting to know
Inagaki-san during his time with us.
OCTOBER 2020 3

Masks
Are the Future

WORN OUT A

FOR MANY JAPANESE,
FACE MASKS HAVE
BECOME A YEAR-ROUND
ACCOUTREMENT

BY YUKO ENOMOTO
In the Tokyo newsrooms where I worked in the 1980s and 1990s,
a handful of people regularly wore face masks. I recall they were
mostly sick Japanese reporters or editors trying to protect others
from their colds. Their foreign colleagues—mostly American and
Canadian—were mildly amused by this gesture of politeness and
regarded it as one of the many funny quirks of Japanese society, even
though wearing a mask when sick was (and is) a sensible thing to do.
That scenario played out on a global scale early this year as Asians
took to mask-wearing en masse—well ahead of firm scientific evidence—to stave off a fast-spreading virus. The Western world either
watched bemused or ridiculed what they saw as an overreaction.
That was many months ago. Since then, Covid-19 has been
declared a global pandemic, and now there’s near universal consensus that masks can help slow the virus’ spread from asymptomatic
carriers. Asians may have had a headstart with mask-wearing, but in
Japan, in particular, this penchant for the face mask was about 100
years in the making.
4 ORIGAMI

The Japanese, like the rest of the world, took to wearing masks
when the Spanish Flu swept the world in 1918. A few years later in
1923, Tokyo would be leveled by the Great Kanto Earthquake. The
Japanese people reached for face masks to filter out the ashes that
filled the air from the massive fires. In 1934, another global flu epidemic would once again send them scrambling for face masks. At
this point, the Japanese began to wear face masks regularly during
the winter flu season.
In the following decades, national circumstances would
keep bringing the Japanese back to face masks: air pollution due
to the rapid industrialization after World War II, and pollen-rich
air from the billions of Japanese cedars that were planted to
rebuild the country’s lumber stock destroyed by the War. According to recent data, as many as 70% of the hay fever sufferers in
Japan said they wore face masks. For many Japanese, face masks
have become a year-round accoutrement, especially during the
last couple of decades, which witnessed at least three global
flu outbreaks.
According to a 2014 column in The Japan Times, mask-wearing
has come to transcend its original health-oriented purpose. “There

is even a cadre of healthy users who wear masks because they think it
makes them more attractive,” the columnist Alice Gordenker wrote,
“supposedly by emphasizing the eyes, creating an illusion of better
skin color or just lending an air of mystery. This usage is called date
masuku—‘date,’ pronounced ‘dah-teh,’ means ‘just for show.’ Others, including celebrities and women who want to run to the convenience store without bothering with makeup, wear masks to hide
from public view. There are also consumers who use masks to create
a psychological barrier against the rest of the world, either because
they are shy, antisocial, or simply want to concentrate.”
That is to say, face masks are big business in Japan. For every
healthcare professional that wears a mask, anywhere between five to
10 times more regular people use face masks in Japan, according to
statistics by the Japan Hygiene Products Industrial Association. It is
not surprising then, that most major fashion brands, like Uniqlo, or
even traditional kimono manufacturers, would divert some of their
manufacturing power to face masks.
On the streets of Tokyo, face masks run the entire gamut of utilitarian to cute to creepy. It has become such an important part of Japanese fashion that a good portion of wearers report that one of their
biggest concerns is how the masks ruin their hairdo.
For many of us here in the West, looking at Asia always felt
a little bit like looking into the future. This time feels no different. Maybe in a few decades, maybe less, we could very well be
donning comic characters, an American flag, or a political message across the nose and mouth not just during a pandemic, but
every day. A
MASK PHOTOS COURTESY OF KOBO SEATTLE / HISTORIC TOKYO PHOTO
COURTESY OF DENSHO

A GOOD PORTION OF
WEARERS REPORT
THAT ONE OF THEIR
BIGGEST CONCERNS IS
HOW THE MASKS RUIN
THEIR HAIRDO
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SPREADING SUNSHINE THROUGH

COMEDY
The first Westerner since Japan’s Meiji Era to become an accredited
rakugo storyteller is ready to crack you up. PHOTOS BY RUSS ROWLAND

RAKUGO, SOMETIMES REFERRED TO AS “SIT-DOWN COMEDY,” is a traditional

form of storytelling where a comedian uses a couple of props—chopsticks and a towel, typically—and, staying seated the whole time, tells the audience a story. Often the stories date back
hundreds of years. A rakugo master will perform all the characters in the story, spinning yarns
that range from amusing to side-splitting.
This ancient storytelling tradition may be the most difficult realm of Japanese culture for a foreigner to enter. Strict apprenticeships last three years and involve a lot of menial labor—hours
and hours of laundry, dusting, and kimono folding, for example. Plus, the Western acolyte has
to figure out how to tell comical stories in Japanese. No wonder, then, that there hadn’t been a
Western rakugo-ka, as the official storytellers are called, in more than a hundred years until Katsura Sunshine, a successful playwright from Toronto who fell hard in love with rakugo on a visit
to Japan more than 20 years ago, became the first. Sunshine even had a successful off-Broadway
run that was cut short by the Covid-19 pandemic. His performances received rave reviews by
The New Tork Times, New Yorker magazine, and others.
We checked in with Katsura Sunshine in Tokyo recently to talk about his upcoming virtual performance on October 20th (see the sidebar for details) and find out how this bleach-blonde
Canadian was able to climb the ranks of rakugo, then find success with the Japanese storytelling
tradition off Broadway. EXCERPTS FROM OUR CHAT FOLLOW

➼
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ORIGAMI: How did you first get

interested in rakugo?
KS: The work I was doing at the time was

based on Aristophanes and ancient Greek
theater. While researching that, I found
an article written by a scholar that said the
Greek comedies and tragedies of 2,500 years
ago and Japanese noh and kabuki have all
these similarities. That’s what brought me
to Japan in the first place. It says something basic about human beings that these
two completely different traditions have so
much in common.
Anyway, after day three in Japan, thinking I would stay only a couple of months,
do some research, and go home, I just got
hooked and I stayed. In about year five, when
I could speak some Japanese, there was this
yakitori restaurant I would go to every day,
and the guy who owned the restaurant—the
master or taisho—said to me, “If you like
Japanese culture, I hold a rakugo show once
every month or two in my restaurant. We
have a tatami room upstairs and we turn it
into a little theater. Why don’t you come?”
I had never heard of rakugo. What is this
thing they call rakugo? At the time, I couldn’t
just google it to see if I liked it. Twenty-one
years ago, there really wasn’t that kind of
information available. You could go to the
library, but it would take you a lot longer! So
I said, yeah, I’ll come see it, and it blew me
away. I thought, this is what I was born to do.
O: I read that the yakitori master

told you it was going to be next to
impossible to achieve that dream.
KS: For one, there were no foreigners. There

had been one a hundred years ago, but there
wasn’t at the time. Number two, there is a
strict apprenticeship you have to go through.
You have to be accepted by a master. I eventually ended up doing the apprenticeship,
but he didn’t think I would be that crazy or
go that far with it. You have to get a master
to take you. What (the restaurant owner)
said was actually correct. But he knew I
played the accordion, so he said, write some
jokes and get a 10-minute routine together
with your accordion, because in the rakugo
shows they have things called iromono,
which is “colored things,” literally, but it
8 ORIGAMI

SAMURAI CULTURE IS

ALIVE AND WELL
IN JAPANESE COMEDY

L

Y

means anything besides rakugo that’s on the
ticket in a rakugo theater. It could be manzai, which is two-person comedy; it could be
mandan, which is standup comedy, and the
mandan could be shamisen mandan, accordion mandan; it could be a traditional juggling act called daikagura—it’s something to
allow you to take a break from rakugo storytelling. The reason they call them iromono
is because on the poster outside that lists
everybody performing that day, they’ll write
the iromono in red so that you know it’s
not rakugo.
So I created a routine, and he put me in
some shows. That’s how I got into the dressing rooms where the rakugo storytellers
were preparing for the shows. When I saw

them interact, the way they greeted each
other—I’m the 15th apprentice to such and
such master—the entire atmosphere of it!
It was like samurai culture is alive and well
in Japanese comedy. It was so traditional,
so interesting that I actually go hooked on
that even more than the performance. The
performance side was incredible, but I really
wanted to be part of this world. I wanted to
be on the inside. After the show, they all go
out to have a drink and talk about rakugo
and all kinds of crazy things. The real comedy starts after the show! I got hooked on
the world and the people, and I thought, I
just have to figure out a way to do this.
O: You finally get accepted by a

rakugo-ka to do your apprenticeship.
From what I understand, these
apprenticeships are a lot of hard
work often unrelated to the craft.
KS: That’s exactly it. I went to my master’s

house every day for three years, not one day
off, did the laundry, the cleaning, folded
kimonos, did menial chores. You are with
him every waking hour. You can’t go home
until he says, “Alright, I don’t need you anymore. See you tomorrow.” That’s your servitude. It’s very, very intense. He gets mad at
you every day. The first month, he is really
nice, but then he gets sick of you. You kind
of think, oh man… You don’t even mind him
getting mad at you because he’s getting mad
at you. It’s more that he gives you everything; he gives you a name, you get to be
with him all day, so you really learn so much
more than going to a class at a school or paying money for lessons. You are learning the
lifestyle, you are learning everything. In his
most private moments, you are there. It’s
incredibly valuable. To receive all this from
him, and for him to get mad at me because
there is still dust on the counter, I think, I
can’t even do that right! How much more
can I piss this guy off?
The older brother and older sister storytellers (ani-deshi and ane-deshi), as we
call them, are all super-nice. They check in
once in a while. A couple of them would just
love to hear about my most recent mistakes.
How are you driving the master crazy this
time? They would come just to hear that.

They loved it. They laughed so hard! That’s
what happens when a Canadian becomes
an apprentice!
Because they were laughing, that lightened it at first. At least they’re laughing! I’ve
got good material for the future. But they
said, look, don’t worry. You’ll get through it.
Just try not to do the same thing twice. Don’t
quit! They know that anyone doing the three
years might quit. They didn’t want that.
They were very nice. It was certainly more
than endurable.
Also, what you learn by being with
someone every waking moment for three
years … there’s a reason to do the apprenticeship. There are some people—Japanese
and foreigners—who learn some stories,
give themselves a name, and say, oh, I’m a
rakugo-ka. Technically, they shouldn’t use
the word “rakugo-ka” unless they’ve done
the apprenticeship and gotten a name from
a master and joined one of the rakugo associations, but I can see why they want to do that,
because it’s a long apprenticeship. It’s an
initiation, plus you observe so many things.
Just little details like he might get mad at me
for leaving dust on the counter one minute,
and then the next minute, he’ll be talking to
one of his fans, or a TV producer, or a journalist on the phone or in person and you
see the immediate switch in the level of language and interaction. You can’t pay for that.
O: It’s a rich, deep culture that

extends back hundreds of years.
KS: Absolutely, and you feel that. A lot of

people think you get a name once you finish
your apprenticeship, but in rakugo, you get
a name right at the beginning, in one month
or two months after starting your apprenticeship. It gives the master enough time to
think of what would be a good name for you.
My master wrote in his book that it’s his policy to give a name as soon as humanly possible because until you have a name, you don’t
really feel like you belong; you don’t really
feel like an artist. So you don’t even know
one story, you can’t even fold a kimono, it’s
been one month, and you already have a
name, which is basically a license to call
yourself a rakugo storyteller. That’s the
order of things.
OCTOBER 2020 9

Katsura is a name that goes back a couple of hundred years. I can trace it. They
have storytelling family trees. My master’s
name changed after I became his apprentice.
He ascended to his master’s name, so now
he’s Katsura Bunshi VI, so he’s the sixth person to hold this name.
O: And you took rakugo to off-

Broadway. Did your master want
you to do that?
KS: That’s a really good question. One thing

that’s a little bit ironic is that I was writing musicals. One of my musicals ran in
Toronto for 15 months. It was kind of a hit.
At that time, I talked to a Broadway producer.
He said, your cast is too big for off-Broadway
and I’m not going to raise $3 million for a
Greek show on Broadway. At the time, I had
13 people in my cast. I could have cut that
down. Now I know I could do it with one
person! Just tell me the size you want. At
the time, I thought that my play was my play
and I had to do it that way. I was 25 and didn’t
know better. I had my eyes on New York and
Broadway and off-Broadway. I thought at
some point, I am going to get there.
But here’s the thing. Of course I’d love
to go to New York and be a playwright and do
all that. But doing rakugo looks even more
interesting. When I started, there was not
one other foreigner doing it. What an opportunity. So I thought, I’m going to forget my
dreams of Broadway, this is where I am
going to make my mark. So I literally erased
those dreams because I found better dreams
—to be a rakugo storyteller. I thought, I’ll go
abroad and I’ll demonstrate the art form,
but I didn’t think it was going to become a
commercial product in the way it has.
When my master named me Sunshine,
using the kanji for “three” and “shine,”
which was part of his name, he had one eye
on me performing abroad and having a name
that people would love no matter where I
went. He definitely wanted me to spread the
art form abroad, and I’ve been able to do it in
English and French.
After I finished my apprenticeship, I
got invited by Japanese embassies and consulates all over the place. Their mission is to
spread Japanese culture, and they’ll pay for
10 ORIGAMI

flights and a very nice hotel room, no complaints there. But there’s no real payment. I
got like 1,000 ($80) yen a show. That’s the
standard thing. They don’t take any money
at the door.
But people seemed to love it. At first I
was adapting it for the American or Canadian audience. But then I realized that the
less I adapted, the stricter I am to the original, the more people are cracking up. My
master told me I could adapt the stories, do
what I need to do. But Americans and Canadians … if we go to a Japanese restaurant, we

want the stuff the Japanese eat. Afterwards
we may have a California roll, but first, tell
me what the Japanese people like. Now more
than ever people are looking for authenticity. So when I stopped adapting and did it
hardcore (traditional), people were exploding with laughter. I started thinking, could
this work?
I did a tour in 2013, and my brother and
my best buddy who are in the financial world,
said why don’t we do something extra special at the end of the tour in Toronto. They
sold a thousand tickets!

I FOUND
BETTER DREAMS—
TO BE A RAKUGO

STORYTELLER

N
PE

NOW MORE THAN EVER
PEOPLE ARE LOOKING FOR

AUTHENTICITY

a little sign that says, I’m still learning Chinese. If you have time, correct my Chinese
and I’ll do a better version of this story in a
week or two. People give me all sorts of comments outlining where I can improve. I cheat
and work with a Chinese friend too, but then
when I put out a new version a week later,
people flip. Wow. You improved so much in
one week! You know crowdfunding? Well,
I’m crowd-learning Chinese now.
O: We’re excited for your

performance at Town Hall (virtually)
on October 20. Just wish it could
be in person. I know you’ve
performed here before.
KS: Seattle is great. There’s a huge pop-

ulation of people genuinely interested
in Japanese culture. I would walk around
Seattle in my kimono, and a bunch of white
guys would come up to me and say, “Man,
that kimono rocks” while they smoked their
recently legalized marijuana.
O: Which stories are you

going to do?
KS: It’s interesting you say that. We never

decide that. It’s kind of like asking a jazz musician a month before a concert, what songs are
you going to play? But if I say something now,
I’ll have to stick to it, so why don’t I say something. I will do one traditional rakugo story
and one story written by my master. That’s
how I open my Broadway show.
When everything re-opens, I hope we
can find a date where I perform in person
in Seattle.
O: You mentioned there was one

I started working on my show the
next day, and it took me six years (to get to
off-Broadway).
O: You can perform rakugo in

Japanese, English, and French?
KS: In Canada we learn French. But I am

doing it in Chinese now too. I do a routine
about how there are 47 different ways to say
“thank you” in Japanese. It was in English,
but a person put Chinese subtitles to it and
put it up on Weibo, and it got 8 million views
and 27,000 comments! For some reason, all
these Chinese people were coming to my
New York show. I finally asked a Chinese
person after the show, Is rakugo popular in

China? The guy pointed at me and said, No,
you’re popular in China! I thought, I’d never
been to China. What are you talking about?
We exchanged business cards, and the guy
sent me the link. I was like, Holy crap! And
I thought if there’s this much interest in
rakugo with subtitles, can you imagine if
I performed in Chinese? So I’m learning
Chinese now.
I use Google translate for one of my
stories, and I just try to read it the way the
lady on Google translate does. I record it
in my studio, put it out there with subtitles,
because I’m pretty sure Chinese people
don’t understand what I’m saying! I include

other Westerner rakugo-ka more
than a hundred years ago.
KS: He was Australian and came to Japan

when he was about seven. This was in the
Meiji Period (1886 – 1912). His father ran
a newspaper in Yokohama. This guy was
crazy! He did kabuki, rakugo, hypnosis. He
was a very, very eccentric character, but
he was accepted in the rakugo world so he
was the first non-Japanese rakugo storyteller. His stories still exist. I perform one
of his stories. It’s considered traditional
rakugo now.
So I was the second officially. And
now there’s two more, a Canadian guy
OCTOBER 2020 11

SEE FOR YOURSELF!

and a Swedish guy. The Swedish guy just
finished his apprenticeship. That’s why I
gotta make a name for myself. They are
chasing me!
O: You got a good start.
KS: Yeah, once I got to Broadway, I thought,
OK, it’ll take them a while to get here.
Some people say, Sunshine, you are the
only person who could have brought this to
Broadway. I don’t agree with that. There are
Japanese storytellers who do it in English,
and they are hilarious. If a producer put them
on and did it right, it could have been a show.
But what I will say is that I was the only person who had the combination of the knowledge, since I had been studying Broadway as
a playwright for 30 years—I knew generally
what it would take to get the show on—and
I also knew that I could go in debt a million
dollars and it would still be worth it. Only
20 percent of Broadway shows return their
investment. If you can just make your show
last on Broadway, the future is golden for
your show. There is no Japanese storyteller
who would do that. Most of them have families. They aren’t going to raise three quarters
of a million dollars to do it. That’s the perfect
storm that allowed me to do a crazy thing
like this.
12 ORIGAMI

O: You’ve had excellent reviews

in New York.
KS: That’s the way the world works. To pre-

pare for Broadway, I went to the Edinburgh
Fringe Festival, spent tons of money renting
a theater, performed twenty shows in a row
sometimes for two people in the audience.
You do that to give your show a name and get
reviews. I never got one good review. When
I did get reviews, they were very lukewarm.
I was torn. If I can’t even get one good
review at the Edinburgh Fringe and all these
people around me are getting five stars,
what’s going to happen when we get to New
York? If you had come to me in Edinburgh
in front of five people, you’d be like, yeah, I
don’t think this is going to work on Broadway. You just never know!
Even a Japanese producer told me
there’s no precedent for rakugo on Broadway. You should do it standup comedy
style and change the noodles from udon to
spaghetti, he told me. They were telling me
crazy stuff like that!
The whole reason it could work is
because I was the first one to bring it to
an off-Broadway theater. If I lose all the
investors’ money, I thought, I’ll go on an
apology tour! A

TOWN HALL SEATTLE AND
WASHIN KAI (FRIENDS OF
CLASSICAL JAPANESE)
PRESENT:

RAKUGO

BY KATSURA SUNSHINE
This online live broadcast is free
and open to all. But you must
register at the link below to gain
access.

townhallseattle.org/event/
katsura-sunshine-livestream

TUESDAY
OCTOBER 20, 2020
7:00 P.M. PDT

ORIGAMI’S 2020
THEY ARE A LIFELINE FOR RESTAURANTS STRUGGLING THROUGH THE PANDEMIC
AND A NEEDED BREAK FROM COOKING AT HOME FOR EVERYONE WHO IS TRYING
TO LIMIT THEIR TRAVEL TO KEEP COVID-19 UNDER CONTROL. MANY RESTAURANTS
STARTED TAKEOUT FOR THE FIRST TIME THIS YEAR, AND OTHERS HAVE REFINED
THEIR DELIVERY SYSTEMS, KEEPING SOUPS HOT, FRENCH FRIES CRISP, AND OTHER
HERETOFORE-HARD-TO-DELIVER FOODS FRESH AND TASTY. PLEASE SUPPORT YOUR
LOCAL RESTAURANTS SO THAT THEY WILL BE WITH US FOR A LONG, LONG TIME.
HERE ARE A FEW OF OUR FAVORITES SORTED BY NEIGHBORHOOD.

TAKEOUT MEALS HAVE NEVER BEEN AS IMPORTANT AS THEY HAVE THIS YEAR.

TAKEOUT GUIDE

DOWNTOWN / PIONEER
SQUARE / CAP HILL /
CENTRAL AREA

84 YESLER
Owner Sam Takahashi’s latest venture: A seafood-centric Italian restaurant. (Pictured: Squid Ink Pasta)
84-yesler.com

SEATTLE FISH GUYS
This market and restaurant in the
Central District has mouthwatering poke, sashimi, uni, oysters, and
bentos to choose from. A fun and
friendly atmosphere. seattlefishguys.
com

NORTH SEATTLE (QUEEN
ANNE, WALLINGFORD)

NANA’S GREEN TEA
Delicious teas and drinks with so
much more: homemade ice cream,
parfaits, plus delicious rice bowls and
salads. nanasgreenteaseattle.com

KIZUKI RAMEN & IZAKAYA
Ramen just like you get in Japan. Kizuki
now has seven locations in western
Washington, including a new store in
Renton. kizuki.com/online-order

RONDO
Classic Japanese comfort food
with a twist. Choose from a yummy
selection of maze-men, ramen,
teishoku set meals and donburi bowls.
rondojapanesekitchen.com

TEN SUSHI
Famous for serving sushi for delivery
until 3am, this sushi bar provides
excellent value. Choose from traditional fare or some out-of-this-world
original rolls. tensushiseattle.com

YOROSHIKU
Delicious Hokkaido-inspired fare
with some innovative twists. Sister
shop Yoroshiku East in Bellevue
offers tasty tsukemen dishes.
yoroshikuseattle.com

TUKWILA

MIYABI SUSHI
Located behind Westfield Southcenter shopping mall, Miyabi is a
full-blown izakaya with an amazingly
varied menu. miyabisushi.com
OCTOBER 2020 13

SEATTLE FISH GUYS

BUILT
for the moment

While restaurants struggled to stay in business this spring, the Central
District favorite Seattle Fish Guys seemed perfectly prepared for the Covid-19
protocols. As a market, it was deemed an essential business and was able to stay
open. And as a business, it has built a loyal and enthusiastic following since it
opened its doors four years ago. It made sure to keep that following happy and
entertained during this crazy year. The team brought in local vendors to make the
space more fun and colorful. Flowers from Thai Thao Farm brightened the store,
and Sunday pop-up shops on the patio featured local fare like Umami Kushi’s
beignets or mango sticky rice, Thai tea, and yuzu gingerade.
Fish Guys Sal and Ian say they’ll be stocking some excellent oysters, mouthwatering uni, and plenty of other seasonal delicacies like sashimi grade hamachi,
tuna, and salmon this fall. You can come to the store, order online or give them
a call.
Fish Gal Desiree reminds us that the Fish Guys put together some amazing
platters for any occasion and can be hired to cater events. Looking for a New
Year’s or Christmas platter? You can work with the Fish Guys to get exactly what
you want.
It’s been a tough year for most of us, but Seattle Fish Guys provides a little
inspiration. Here is a locally owned fish market and restaurant that looks like it
is having a party every day of the week. Origami tips its hat to the Fish Guys. A
Seattle Fish Guys • 411 23rd Ave. S. • 206.485.7388 • seattlefishguys.com
14 ORIGAMI
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KAYO

WHERE NIKKEI SANG THE NIGHT AWAY
Allan would work all day at Boeing and then tend bar at Kayo
In the late 1970s and 1980s, Allan and Kayoko Terada preuntil the wee hours. He’d also sit in on live jam sessions, playing the
sided over one of the liveliest nightspots in Seattle’s International
upright bass. Before opening Kayo, Allan was the manager at Maneki,
District. Kayo, on the corner of 6th and Main, was a popular Japanese
which featured live music for years. In the 1960s, Allan built the sushi
restaurant and the first in the city to serve robatayaki cuisine (food
bar where the godfather of Seattle sushi, Shiro Kashiba, would first
grilled over charcoal). The restaurant’s iconic ramen bowl signage
serve nigiri sushi to the masses.
still stands today, but now it hovers over the Artform Custom Frame
In other words, Kayoko and Allan were instrumental in introstore. Today the block is home to art galleries and the ever-popular
Tsukushinbo. Maneki, the grand dame of Japanese cuisine in Seattle, ducing the region to karaoke, robatayaki, and at least in Allan’s case,
Edomae sushi. Not a bad resume!
still looks on from across the street, and the historic Panama Hotel is
Kayoko and Allan are retired and live on Mercer Island these days.
just a block away. But much has changed in the heart of Nihonmachi
Kayoko tends her vegetable garden and makes delicious manju for her
since Kayo closed its doors.
guests. She and Allan ran Kayo
Kayo started on Jackson
for 15 years, selling just before
Street (where Kaname izakaya
Japan’s economic bubble burst
is today), but the space proved
in the early 1990s. Their timing
too small for the ambitions of
was impeccable. During their
Kayoko and Allan, who wanted a
years running Kayo, most of
space that could accommodate
the customers worked for tradlive music. After a year or so on
ing companies, Kayoko recalls.
Jackson, Kayo relocated around
Soon
after the bubble burst,
the corner to 6th and Main.
those trading-company expense
It was in this new 7,000accounts
went the way of the
square-foot space that Allan and
three-martini lunch. Frugality
Kayoko introduced karaoke to
LEFT:
Shiro
Kashiba
at
the
sushi
bar
at
Maneki;
RIGHT:
Allan
and
would be the new watchword.
Seattle. A grand piano was front
Kayoko Terada
The Nikkei community
and center at the new Kayo, and
in
the
ID
was
tightknit
during
the
1970s
and 80s. “We sponsored a
customers would sing their juuhachiban (favorite song) to live piano
music. Singing contests brought talent from all over, including Japan. baseball team, a bowling team. Five or six restaurants did. We used
to take trips to Reno together, bus to Rainier, and go fishing in WestSometimes, famous Japanese singers and comedians would perform
port,” Kayoko says. People would come to the restaurant to watch VHS
here. People would stay and cheer late into the night. “It would get so
tapes of the latest Japanese TV comedies and dramas. Today, the Nikcrowded, I would have to go in the kitchen and find some empty soy
kei community is spread throughout the region, a sign of progress, no
sauce buckets, turn them over, and let people sit on them,” recalls
doubt.
But still, Kayoko says, “the old days were more fun.” A
Kayoko. “People didn’t want to go home!”
THIS IS THE FIRST IN AN OCCASIONAL SERIES ABOUT THE HISTORY OF JAPANESE RESTAURANTS IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST.
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INGREDIENTS A

Furikake

Interesting and slightly exotic spice mixes sit on your grocery
store shelves (especially your Asian grocery store shelves) waiting
for you to discover them. These spice blends, called furikake, are staples of Japanese cooking but still relatively unknown to most of us,
even those of us who love to go out for Japanese food. In most cases,
you have to cook Japanese food to be familiar with furikake.
Furikake is mostly used to
add some pizzazz to white
rice, but these flavorful,
nutritious, and umami-filled
spice mixes have been used
recently in salads and on savory
baked goods. They add an extra
dimension, and the possibilities are just starting
to open up as chefs around the world get more used
to using them.
Furikake means “to sprinkle over.” There are many different
kinds of furikake. Ingredients such as salt, dried fish, seaweed, and
bonito flakes are mixed together and turned into a coarse powder.
In Japanese cuisine, the simplest dish is a bowl of white rice
with furikake sprinkled over it.
Furikake is a staple of the Japanese dinner table, like Tabasco
in an American restaurant.
Furikake connects
you to suwayari, a flavoring that has been around
at least since the 700s.
Suwayari was made of
dried and salted red snapper,
salmon, shark, and other fish. In the oldest Japanese cookbook,
Chujiruiki, a suwayari recipe calls for salmon to be “salted and dried
and shaved to serve.”
Furikake first appeared in the stores around 1910. It was developed by pharmacist Suekichi Yoshimaru as a way to build calcium
intake. Small fish was dried and turned into a powder so that even
people who didn’t like fish could stomach it. The powdered fish was
mixed with dried seaweed, toasted sesame, poppy seeds, and other
ingredients. Yoshimaru called his furikake Gohan no Tomo (Friend
of Rice). Gohan no Tomo is still sold in
stores today.
Furikake has evolved in the
more than 100 years since it was
introduced. Today, a typical
Japanese grocery store
will dedicate a lot
of shelf space to
all the different
kinds.

TRADITIONAL HIGH-END FURIKAKE:
KINSHOBAI
Kinshobai furikake is often bought as a gift in Japan.
It was created in the Meiji Period (1868 – 1912) by a
man called Kyokuou who came from a samurai family.
Today Kyokuou would have been called a foodie. He
traveled around Japan in search of delicious meals.
Even when Kyokuou was young, he had a discerning
palate. He complained about the bento they served
at his private elementary school. It only came with
simple side dishes such as bonito flakes. Kyokuou was
not a fan.
Later in life, Kyokuou spent many years perfecting his
Kinshobai furikake. He didn’t do it for profit; he had
no interest in selling it. He just took pride in serving it
to friends and the women and girls who took lessons
from his wife, an ikebana teacher.
One of his wife’s students was from a very wealthy
family. She wanted to give Kinshobai to guests at her
wedding. Kyokuou agreed. The guests loved it. They
talked about its fine aroma, taste, and texture. The
word got around. Even after Kyokuou’s death, his Kinshobai was passed down to the next generation.
In 1932, Kinshobai was commercialized. It soon gained
national popularity. Kinshobai is made with bonito
flakes, white sesame, kombu (edible kelp), kikurage
mushrooms, pine nuts, shiitake mushrooms, and various seasonings.
Even today, you can enjoy the very special Kinshobai
furikake made by a foodie in the 19th century.
MORE INFORMATION:

kinshobai.co.jp/product_1_aritayaki.php
KING OF FURIKAKE: NORITAMA BY MARUMIYA
Noritama is a popular furikake brand that combines
seaweed (nori) with egg (tamago) flakes. The crunchy
nori brings a pleasant ocean aroma, and the egg flakes
create a superior texture. It’s probably not an exaggeration to say that every Japanese person has tried
or will try noritama at least once in their lifetime. (CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE)
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The favorite brand of noritama is from Marumiya. Launched
in 1960, it is still very popular today, selling about 630 million packages a year. Marumiya’s noritama is beloved by the
Japanese because of its ingredients. Unlike other noritama
brands, Marumiya’s contains anko red bean paste. The paste
is made from boiled and mashed red beans. While typical
anko contains sugar, Marumiya’s noritama recipe calls for
unsweetened anko, which gives its furikake a distinct flavor.
Marumiya keeps its exact mix of ingredients in the noritama
brands a closely held trade secret.
MORE INFORMATION:

marumiya.co.jp/cms/web/viewitem/4406/1
FAVORED BY CHEFS FROM OVERSEAS:
SHISO WAKAME SAKE IRI BY UONOYA
A Japanese TV program asked five chefs from France,
Italy, China, Brazil, and Thailand to pick the most delicious
furikake. Shiso Wakame Sake Iri was the winner.
The maker, Uonoya, was established in 1877. The seafood-processing company released its furikake 26 years
ago. It uses fresh wakame seaweed and salmon from Hokkaido. It’s also seasoned with plenty of shiso and bonito.
It has a lovely fragrance of the ocean.

A FAMILY FAVORITE: OCHAZUKE
A beloved comfort food in Japan is a simple bowl of rice
steeped in hot tea and topped with all sorts of savory
items. Traditional ochazuke contains furikake, nori,
salmon, white sesame, and all sorts of other umamifilled items. It warms the soul.
INSTANT OCHAZUKE PACKETS CAN BE FOUND AT UWAJIMAYA AND
ELSEWHERE.

LOCALLY MADE YUZU KOSHO
Local company Umami Kushi makes small batches of seasonally available yuzu kosho, a condiment paste that consists of salt, shishito peppers, jalapenos, and fresh yuzu
juice. Fall is when proprietor Harold Fields creates both
the red (spicier, available only in early fall) and the green
(available from spring to late fall). Try them both on
grilled meats, in soups, in salads, on scrambled eggs…
just about anything goes.
AVAILABLE AT SEATTLE FISH GUYS, UWAJIMAYA (BELLEVUE, RENTON,
SEATTLE STORES), AND SEVERAL CAFES AND SPECIALTY STORES,
OR DIRECTLY FROM UMAMI KUSHI:

umamikushi.com

MORE INFORMATION:

uonoya.co.jp/shop/products/detail.php?product_id=33

KYOTO OSAKA SAPPORO
TOKYO NAGOYA OKINAWA

VIRTUAL
TRIP
JAPAN
SUSHI RAMEN YAKINIKU
IZAKAYA NIHONSHU
YAKITORI MATSURI
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HONOR RUTH ASAWA, SUPPORT THE POST OFFICE
The US Postal Service issued a
new set of commemorative Forever
Stamps honoring the works of the
acclaimed wire sculptor Ruth Asawa
(1926 – 2013). Asawa is well known for
her intricate wire sculptures inspired
by nature—plants, insect wings and
spider webs—but she also has several
large public projects to her name.
Asawa was born in California to
Japanese immigrants and showed an
early talent and interest in art. During
World War II, Asawa’s family was
imprisoned at a facility in Santa Anita,
then at a detention camp in New Mexico. After graduating from the camp’s
high school, Asawa enrolled in the
Milwaukee State Teachers College to
pursue a career in teaching art but was

unable to complete her requirements due to
wartime restrictions on ethnic Japanese, citizens or not. Through connections she made
while traveling in Mexico, Asawa learned
about Black Mountain College, the experimental college in North Carolina, founded
by John Andrew Rice. It is here, while studying under German-born artist and educator
Josef Albers, that Asawa first began experimenting with wire.
Asawa was a strong believer in the
transformational power of art and pushed
for art education especially for children.
When she wasn’t creating art, she lobbied
politicians to fund the arts, founded a public
arts high school in San Francisco, and served
on a number of organizations dedicated to
supporting the arts, including the National
Endowment for the Arts. A
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Mariko & the
AKASHITA
BY ZACK DAVISSON | ILLUSTRATIONS BY ELEONORA D’ONOFRIO

“      
You are not going to school like that this
morning!”
Mariko had almoﬆ made it out the front
door before being called back in. There was a
brief moment when she thought about running
down the street pretending not to hear, but she
knew that would just make her mother come
screaming after her, causing even more embarrassment in front of all her friends. No, better
just to go back inside and see what the problem
was. Mariko planted a right foot in front of her,
pivoted around, and went back in the house.
She dropped her backpack, and indulged herself in another deep sigh.
 



Excerpt from Yokai Stories, published by Chin Music Press.
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M A R I K O & T H E A K A S H I TA

“What is it this time?” Mariko said. “Lunch?
Got it. Rain? Umbrella’s right here, just in case.”
“Oh no,” said her mother, “much worse. The
weather sorcerer said an akashita was spotted over
Mr. McGregor’s fields this morning. A big one,
floating in the clouds.”
“But that’s miles away! And I’ll be to school
before anything could happen!” Mariko stomped
her foot in defiance. “It’s not like—”
“You can take that chance when you’re
older, but while you live here I think for you,”
her mother said. “You know what the akashita
means! Don’t you remember what happened to Ms. Miura two years ago? Walked
right under the akashita without a care in the
world, and then—wham!—hit by a train a few
days later.
“Now put on your white vest with the protection charms—I know you think it looks stupid,
but better to look like a fool than to act like one.”
Mariko’s mother was already slipping the vest
over her.
“Fine.” Mariko sighed sullenly.
It was so lame. A white cotton vest, covered
with magical symbols. Her mother was always like
this. Weather sorcerers. Fortune tellers. Feng shui.
(Mariko’s bed had to be turned a certain direction
to help with her ﬆudies.) They planted herbs in
the garden to “ward off evil.” What century was
this? At least she wouldn’t be the only one wearing the stupid thing. Other people at school had
superstitious moms. But not all of them; and they
would laugh at her.
She had no choice except to put on the vest—
but that didn’t mean she had to like it. Mariko
tried to plead her case. “I still don’t get it. It doesn’t
make any sense.” Mariko said. “A giant red mon22 ORIGAMI

ster floating in the clouds, with a big red tongue,
and if you see it you get back luck. What is that?
Where does this thing live? How does it give you
bad luck? Why? At least with things like Santa
Claus you get details.”
Mariko pushed on, “The akashita’s not even
a good story! Like that boy who met the oni
and tricked him into stealing his zits. Or that
one you read me in the newspaper about the
boy from the next town over who wrote about
meeting kappa! At least those made some kind
of sense. This akashita is just…weird.”
“Liﬆen.” Mariko’s mom said, “The world
doesn’t always make sense. Sometimes things are
mysterious, and you can’t understand them. You
just accept them. You allow yourself to be amazed,
and maybe a little scared, but you don’t try to look
for answers. It’s like the old saying, ‘from an open
mouth flows a river of troubles.’ Sometimes you
just shut your mouth and don’t ask any questions.
That’s life.”
“Not my life,” replied Mariko defiantly. “Maybe
you don’t mind not knowing all this stuff, but I’ll
never stop asking questions!”
“Well then,” said her mother, with a hint of a
smile, surveying her charge safe in her white vest.
She spoke in a voice that only a mother can use
for their own child, speaking with absolute certainty that what she was about to say was going
to happen:
“You shall have to become a scientiﬆ.” A

Online and
In Store,
Kinokuniya’s
Got the Goods
Seattle’s Kinokuniya store has a brand new entranceway
as part of the major Uwajimaya grocery store renovation. It gives visitors a whole new perspective on all the
manga, anime-related goods, magazines, books, stationery, pens, and pencils available here. The store is always
well-stocked with plenty of Studio Ghibli goods, as well as
long-time favorite books like Yokai Attack!: The Japanese
Monster Survival Guide (a perfect Halloween gift, by the
way) and many of the famous Shigeru Mizuki classics like
the Gegege no Kitaro series. Mizuki was instrumental in
reviving interest in yokai in postwar Japan with his colorful tales of odd supernatural characters.
The store asks customers to comply with all mask guidelines, to remain socially distant while shopping, and to
heed staff advice about the maximum number of shoppers allowed. Other than that, it is fun as usual at the
store. The imports from Japan have been ﬂowing in
after a slowdown during the height of the pandemic, so
come check out all the latest Japanese goods. After a
diﬃcult spring and summer for everyone, the staff is eager
to help you find the goods that make you smile.
For those who prefer to stay home during the pandemic,
know that Kinokuniya USA has revamped its website and
is promoting online sales. The website has some cool new
offerings, including the Maido in a Box monthly curated
stationery and gift box. Check out the website,follow
Kinokuniya on Instagram, and sign up for the Maido and
Kinokuniya email newsletter to keep up on the latest
releases from Japan.

KINOKUNIYA SEATTLE ( i n s i d e U w a j i m ay a )
5 2 5 S . We l l e r St . , S e a t t l e , WA 9 8 1 0 4
Te l : 2 0 6 . 5 8 7. 247 7
Open Daily: 10am – 8pm
KINOKUNIYA PORTLAND
8 2 9 S W 9 t h Ave . P o r t l a n d , O R 9 7 2 0 5
Te l : 5 0 3 . 2 0 6 . 8 3 3 1
O p e n D a i l y : 1 1 a m – 7p m
KINOKUNIYA BEAVERTON
1 0 5 0 0 S W B e ave r t o n - H i l l s d a l e H w y
B e ave r t o n , O R 9 70 0 5
Te l : 5 0 3 . 6 41 . 6 24 0
O p e n d a i l y : 1 1 a m – 7: 3 0 p m

usa.kinokuniya.com
ADVERTISING PARTNER FEATURE | OCTOBER 2020 23

MEET THE ISLAND PARADISE THAT INSPIRED

Ghosts of
Tsushima

THIS SUMMER, A VIDEO GAME created in Bellevue and set in

a faraway island about halfway between Kyushu and the Korean
Peninsula, took the gaming world by storm. “Ghosts of Tsushima,”
created by Sucker Punch Productions for Sony’s PlayStation, sold
2.4 million copies in its first three days. Rave reviews poured in for
this open-world game, which allowed gamers to roam the island
of Tsushima, searching for samurai and other assorted surprises.
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Even on the real island of Tsushima, gamers were staying up late,

BUCKET LIST A

scouring the virtual version of their home with their swords at the ready.

If you’re one of the many gamers hooked on “Ghosts,” know
that the terrain you are travelling over is modeled on the real-life
Tsushima. The team at Sucker Punch did extensive local research
to get the topography, the history, and the look and feel of Tsushima
just right. Locals say they did a tremendous job.
But even If you have no interest in gaming, Tsushima is a delightful and relatively underappreciated (at least by Western travelers)
part of Japan that you may want to put on your bucket list. Once the
pandemic is behind us, Tsushima will beckon.
The real Tsushima Is one of Japan’s few remaining hidden
treasures. Set off the coast of Kyushu, it is a stunning place. Eightynine percent of the island is mountains and forest, and just 30,000
people live there. Tsushima, which is made up of one big island and

TSUSHIMA: WHERE THE
GAME AND THE ISLAND
MEET AND DEPART
• The game is centered on a samurai band battling the Mongol
invasion of 1274. That actually
happened.
• The game’s topography is quite
realistic but doesn’t match the
sharp hills of the real island.
Characters would have spent a
lot more time huﬃng and puﬃng
up mountainsides if it did.
• While shrines and towns are
subtly altered to fit the virtual
gaming world Sucker Punch created, residents of Tsushima say
the gamemaker got the general
feel of these places right.

107 smaller ones, is actually closer to the South Korean port city of
Busan than it is to Nagasaki or Fukuoka cities on the Japanese island
of Kyushu. That may be one reason the city is well known by Korean
tourists, but not by many others.
Visitors can trek in and around holy Mt. Shiratake. Climb to
the peak to see a Korean mountain range in the distance. Or kayak
around Aso Bay, a deep fjord that cuts between Tsushima’s two main
islands and weaves among Tsushima’s many tiny islets.
“Ghosts of Tsushima” accurately depicts the terrain of the island,
so if you’ve played the game, you have an idea about the beautiful
vistas over the sparkling sea and the forest paths up jagged mountains that await you. But—with all due respect to the game—there
is nothing like seeing the real thing. When the pandemic abates and
we begin to travel in earnest again, consider a trip to the place that
inspired the video game of the year. A
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K A N J I - G AT E A

漬

Character Profile
Meanings: WELCOME TO EVE KUSHNER’S JOY O’KANJI, A GREAT TOOL FOR

In a Pickle

pickle; to immerse, soak

JAPANESE LANGUAGE LEARNERS AND A FUN WAY TO PROBE THE

Joyo yomi:
VARIOUS MEANINGS OF THE 2,136 JOYO KANJI NEEDED FOR BASIC
On: None
You may know 漬 from the following word:
Kun: つ•ける,
つ•かる
LITERACY
IN JAPANESE. TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HER PROJECT AND
In names: ひた

漬け物 or 漬物
Japanese pickled vegetable)
SUBSCRIBE TO HER ESSAYS,
GO(つけもの:
TO JOYOKANJI.COM.
pickled + thing

Types of on-yomi:
呉音 (ごおん, from Chinese readings of
the 5th–6th c.): ジ [unused now]
漢音 (かんおん, from Chinese readings of
the 7th–8th c.): シ

Associating 漬 with pickles is a great way of remembering this kanji, but it
has a broader set of meanings. One suffix captures the range of what 漬 can
represent:

In a Pickle
Keywords for remembering the yomi:
つ•ける: 漬け物 (つけもの: Japanese pickled
vegetable)
つ•かる: 漬かる (つかる: (1) to be pickled;
(2) be submerged)

-漬け or -漬1 (-づけ: (1) pickled (something); (2) being badly
influenced by; being addicted to)

The following term reflects the first definition:

Relative importance and difficulty:
1717th most-used kanji in newspapers
Learned in junior high school in Japan
JLPT level: N1

アルコール漬 or アルコール漬け (アルコールづけ: (1) preserving in
alcohol; (2) pickling one’s liver; drinking incessantly; being a souse)

漬け物 or 漬物

Radical:
氵 (さんずい: the “water” radical)
Note: To learn more about this radical, see
Radical Note 85.

And the next two sentences incorporate the second meaning:

( つけもの : Japanese pickled vegetable)
PICKLED + THING
Don’t confuse 漬 with these look-alikes:
清 (517: pure), 積 (521: accumulation),
績 (729: achievement), 債 (1292: debt),
潰 (1975: to crush)

娘さんは麻薬漬けです。
Your daughter is on drugs.
娘さん (むすめさん: daughter); 麻薬 (まやく: drugs)
Pickled cherry blossoms, known as
桜花漬け (おうかづけ). People also call
this delicacy 桜漬け (さくらづけ), omitting 花 (flower) and changing the
yomi considerably.

つ•ける: 着ける
wear), 付ける
(574: of
Associating 漬 with pickles
is(343:
a togreat
way
to attach), 就ける (890: to appoint)
remembering this kanji,つ•かる:
butNone
it has a broader set
Strokes: 14
of meanings. One suffix captures the range of
what 漬 can represent:
Don’t confuse 漬 with these sound-alikes:

Each package contains cherry blossoms, as well as Japanese plum vinegar, and salt. According to NIHON
ICHIBAN, which offers this product,
the Japanese particularly love eating cherry blossoms in April. The site
further says that the Japanese have
pickled cherry blossoms for centuries,
which enables them to enjoy this treat
anytime.

-漬け or -漬
13

Read All About It!

A pickled cherry blossom is pink, just
as a fresh blossom is, and gives off
a flowery scent. People use pickled
cherry blossoms in tea (served at weddings), in rice dishes, and in desserts.

14

(something);

(-づけ: (1) pickled
(2) being badly influenced by being addicted to)
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The following term reflects
the first definition:
アルコール漬
or
アルコール漬け

(アルコールづけ: (1) preserving in alcohol;
(2) pickling oneʼs liver; drinking incessantly;
being a souse)
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And the next sentence
incorporates the second meaning:
娘さんは麻薬漬けです。
Your daughter is on drugs.
娘さん (むすめさん: daughter);
麻薬 (まやく: drugs)

1
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DELIVERY
AVAILABLE
from 10AM to

Uber

◆

Doordash

◆

3AM!

Grubhub

◆

Postmates

YOU DESERVE A REWARD TONIGHT!
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TEN SUSHI SEATTLE – QUEEN ANNE
500 Mercer Street • Seattle, WA 98109
TEL: 206.453.3881

TEN SUSHI #35

1207 Jackson Street • Seattle, WA 98144
TEL: 206.568.0404

NOW OFFERING
CURBSIDE PICKUP
Order Online. Skip the Line. Contact-free Groceries.
$40 minimum purchase required, no service fees.

S hop us a t w w w. u w a j i m aya . s h o p
Available at our Seattle Store today!
Coming to our other stores in the future.

